
Solution Brief

Benefits
 ͓ Maintain flexibility when 
resources are scarce.

 ͓ Easily scale for larger  
deployments with  
shorter timelines.

 ͓ Offload internal IT staff.

 ͓ Accelerate time to use for  
new hardware.

Related services
 ͓ Lifecycle services

 ͓ Integration services

 ͓ Engineering retainer services

Business challenge 
Deploying technology often drains resources and causes delays in project delivery. Flying 
resources to remote locations with no IT staff coverage is inefficient, and you may not want  
or need large, project-managed or custom deployments.

Our solution
Insight’s Managed Deployment services give you flexible options for deploying PCs, network 
devices, servers, POS, IoT/edge and other device types to your locations on a per-unit basis.  
We act as an extension of your team to help offload important but low-skill projects such  
as refreshes.

As the single partner to handle your deployment needs, we reduce complexities by 
accelerating time to use and coordinating rollouts moment to moment — so you don’t 
have to. You’ll also reap the benefits from our proven framework for success. Our Project 
Management Office (PMO) starts the process by building a plan focused on your success 
criteria and our certified field technicians deliver on the outcomes to drive a successful project, 
with a mobile app to provide you real-time project status.

Managed Deployment Services

43,000+
complex assignments 

delivered per year

Large-scale,
multisite deployment 
and logistics experts

30+ years
of experience with technology implementations

Here are some of the things we bring to the table:

Capability to provide services in major metro, secondary, and remote areas

14,500+ managed technicians
supporting 500,000+ devices
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Driving innovation with 
digital transformation

At Insight, we help clients enable 
innovation with an approach 
that spans people, processes and 
technologies. We believe the best 
path to digital transformation 
is integrative, responsive and 
proactively aligned to industry 
demands. Our client-focused 
approach delivers best-fit 
solutions across a scope of 
services, including the modern 
workplace, modern applications, 
modern infrastructures, the 
intelligent edge, cybersecurity, 
and data and AI.

Learn more at: 
solutions.insight.com | insight.com

What we offer
We provide expertise across technologies to get your investments up and running, quickly  
and efficiently:

What differentiates our Deployments

Technology Time to market Methodology:  
People-processes tools Benefits

All OEMs Rapid distribution Project Management Office (PMO)

• PCs/peripherals

• Network/server

• loT/edge

• POS/peripherals

• mPOS/wireless

• Digital signage

• Kiosks

• Security/PCI

• Security 
surveillance

• Telephony/VoIP

• Reduce on-site install time

• Scale seamlessly

• Minimized business 
impact

• Reduced cost

• Improved end-user 
experience

• Faster pace of  
technology delivery

• Ensure quality and  
accuracy in deployments

• Consistent outcomes  
with proven results

Technology time to market

Insight Command Center
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Getting started is easy.
Visit solutions.insight.com/contact-us to connect with our team.

Regional 
technical leads 
write field 
procedures, run 
Proof of Concepts 
(PoCs) and 
ensure successful 
implementation.

Standardized 
training, 
coaching and 
QA provide 
a seamless 
extension to 
your team.

Training 
videos ensures 
technicians 
have precise 
instructions 
for your 
environment.

Insight's 
Command 
Center 
coordinates 
logistics and 
manages field 
activities.

Field mobile 
app keeps you 
connected in 
real time to 
the project 
performance.
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